Send move notifications by email when students leave your area to assist the next state's recruitment efforts.

Receive notifications when students arrive in your area.

Review past move information to assist you in verifying previous qualifying, as well as non-qualifying, moves when interviewing families.

Review a student’s migrant history to assist in the needs assessment process.

Search for immunization flags to determine where immunization records reside.

Run MSIX Student Mobility and Enrollments in Multiple States reports to determine mobility patterns and plan recruitment efforts for your state.

What’s in it for me?

If you are a RECRUITER, MSIX allows you to...

Laura Ramírez and her family just moved to your district, but they can’t remember all of the cities where they have lived in the last couple of years.

You access MSIX to review places where Laura has lived, her Qualifying Arrival Dates (QADs) and contact information for previous districts.

Using contact information, you reach out to prior MEP projects to find out what the family’s qualifying activities were in each place, then confirm the information in MSIX with Laura and her family.

You use MSIX information to assist you in your interview with Laura’s parents to qualify the children for the MEP.

Scenario 1
If you are a **RECRUITER**, MSIX allows you to...

- Review facility contact information for a school the student previously attended.
- View a student’s consolidated record to review data that may clarify or explain any unclear information obtained during an interview.

**Scenario 2**

You generate several reports in MSIX that help you determine where your students go after they leave your state. These reports help you decide what information to provide students when they leave and whom to notify in another area when you know a student is leaving.

**A General Move To** report lists where the migrant students in your state go after they leave your state and a **Move From** report lists where migrant students come from when they move to your state. Based on the search criteria you use, results may include either currently enrolled or previously enrolled students.

**An Enrollments in Multiple States** report displays a list of students with open enrollments in your state as well as in other states. Based on the search criteria you use, results may include either currently enrolled or previously enrolled students.